Media Summary 23 Jan – 5 Feb 2016
Coverage
Independent – Career takes flight with aerospace placement
Insider Media – Work starts on university enterprise zone
Telegraph – Where have all the white lines gone
Independent – How universities are tackling sustainability
Telegraph – Bloodhound land speed record attempt delayed
Bristol 24/7 - UWE graduate fashion weekend showcases Bristol talent
BBC News – Gulls research project plan by Bath council and university researchers
Phys.org - Connected autonomous vehicles promise travel freedom for older adults in the
future
Bristol Post – Bristol project to create driverless cars for the elderly
Government.co.uk – Driverless cars technology receives £20m boost
Bristol Post – Experience life on a City trading floor or prosecuting a case in a court of law at
UWE
Science Codex – Study assesses how to avoid unnecessary acute admissions to hospital
Wales Online - A stylist dressed people in Merthyr in high-end designer gear and these amazing
pictures are the result
Western Daily Press – UWEs Donna Whitehead management skills
Independent – Beat the winter blues
Huffington Post – Group of student lawyers overturn 96 dwp fit to work
Bristol Post – The Edge award finalists
Independent – Passion for primates presents new career opportunities
Bristol Post – Instinct just kicked in student nurse saves women’s life at the Bodyguard in Bristol
Hippodrome
Daily Mirror – Student nurse receives standing ovation
Bus and Coach – ADL ‘virtual electric’ buses for Bristol trial

Daily Mail – Stop killer robots before its too late: Experts warn world to act quickly to prevent
machines rising up and killing us
Legal Cheek – UWE and ULAW students build on last years success overturning 96 of
department of work and pensions fit for work decisions
Broadcast
Gunter Walzenbach (FBL) was interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol giving expert European politics
opinion on the EU draft reform deal.
Chris Pawson (HAS) will be interviewed by BBC Radio Bristol about an 18-month research project
into gull behaviour being proposed in Bath to help find ways to reduce numbers.
Dave Patten (HAS) and Dan Cole (FET) helped The One Show film an experiment involving a
woodpecker skull and the electron microscope. The experiment is due to be aired sometime in the
near future.
Professor Robin Hambleton (FET) was interviewed by BBC Radio Somerset talking about devolution
bid in light of the Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016.
James Murphy (ACE) gave expert linguist commentary in light of David Camerson’s comment about a
‘bunch of migrants’, he was interviewed by Made in Bristol TV and BBC Radio Bristol.
Dr Erik Stengler (HAS) – was interviewed by the Regional Radio of the Canary Islands about the
science in Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
Kristian Keyte student nurse who saved a women’s life in Bristol Hippodrome appeared on ITV West
Country, BBC Radio Bristol, BBC Points West and Made in Bristol TV.
Dr Amy Slater (CAR) was interviewed about body image by Boom Cymru television company in
Cardiff for a BBC Wales documentary ‘Loving the skin you’re in’.

